In this paper a harmonically excited linear oscillator with a play is investigated. Direct numerical simulation and numerical continuation techniques were employed to study the system behaviour. To conduct the numerical analysis, the system differential equations were transformed into the autonomous form and were then solved using our newly developed in-house Matlab-based computational suite ABESPOL The influence of each system parameter (except gap) on the system dynamics was studied in detail. The bifurcations known as interior crisis and boundary crisis were observed and discussed in this work. Notably, the parameter regions where various types of grazing induced bifurcations occurred were detected and investigated.
approach. The latter paper uses the model considered in the present work, which has drawn an attention due to sudden unexpected changes of the chaotic dynamics referred to as crisis, using foundations of the works by Grebogi et al. [5] and Ueda [6] , in which the collision of an unstable periodic orbit and a co-existing chaotic attractor is shown to cause the crisis phenomena. For the same system of [4] , Luo et al. [7] numerically investigated the global chaos, whereas Wiercigroch [8] provided a further overview of the system dynamics through codimension-1 bifurcation diagrams. In addition, the analysed model is relevant to those to investigate gear-pair systems with a backlash, for which description with some analysis can be found in the works of Kaharaman et al. [9] , Theodossiades et al. [10] and de Souza et al. [11] . Irregular responses, including crises and intermittent chaos were presented and discussed therein.
An oscillator with a symmetrical trilinear spring and subjected to harmonic excitation was considered by Natsiavas [12] , where an exact solution for periodic symmetric responses was obtained and its stability analysis was also undertaken.
To analyse the motion undergoing grazing impacts, Nordmark [13] studied the non-periodic motion caused by grazing incidence in an oscillator excited by a periodic force and subjected to a rigid amplitude constraint. He has shown that the discrete mapping in the neighbourhood of the grazing condition contains a square-root term, which gives rise to the so-called square-root singularity. In [14] , Dankowicz and Nordmark developed a local analysis technique named discontinuity mapping to understand and explain the local behaviour of a model with stick-slip oscillations in the vicinity of grazing bifurcations.
For systems with discontinuities in the vector field, this technique serves as a general method for stability and bifurcation analysis. The mapping introduced by Nordmark was reconsidered by Molenaar et al. [15] to derive grazing impact mappings caused by both rigid and elastic restraints. From the obtained maps, which introduced a few changes, the authors concluded that the square-root singularity persists in the systems with rigid restraints, whereas a 3 2 singularity is involved in those with elastic restraints. In [16] , Dankowicz and Zhao used the concept of discontinuity mapping to present a theoretical analysis of three codimension-one transitions scenarios associated with grazing conditions for a periodic response of an impact microactuator.
Another group of bifurcations that are unique to piecewise smooth systems are the so-called bordercollision bifurcations and which take place in iterative maps. Classification of all the possible bordercollision bifurcation scenarios can be found in works by di Bernardo et al. [17] , where theoretical predictions applied to one and two-dimensional maps are presented to be in a good agreement with numerical simulations. Nusse and Yorke [18] also worked on these bifurcations, studying two-dimensional piecewise smooth maps and providing a general criterion for the ocurrence of such bifurcations. Moreover, a clas-sification of these bifurcations in system described by two-dimensional iterative maps was presented by Banerjee and Grebogi in [19] .
Using the concept of the so-called discontinuity mapping, di Bernardo et al. in [20] and [21] presented a unified framework for grazing and sliding bifurcations in n-dimensional piecewise smooth dynamical systems of ODE's by deriving their normal form Poincaré maps. For the case of grazing bifurcations, it was shown that the map contains a square-root singularity where the flow is discontinuous at the grazing point, whereas a 3 2 singularity otherwise. Therefore, rigid impact oscillators modelled with a restitution law belong to the first group while elastic impact oscillators where the impact is modelled with an unstressed spring belong to the second one. Impacting systems between these two types, in which the impacting wall is cushioned with a spring-damper support, have been studied by Ma et al. [22] . Here, numerical investigations demonstrated that for such a system the trace of the Jacobian matrix exhibits a square-root singularity at the grazing point whereas its determinant remains invariant. Furthermore, in [23] the effects of the individual components of the cushion on the character of the normal from of the map in and away from the immediate vicinity of the grazing orbit were numerically and experimentally investigated. Specifically, for four system configuration, it is probed how the trace and determinant vary as a non-impacting orbit is driven to impact through continuous change of a system parameter.
Among other important experimental investigations concerned with grazing events are those conducted by Stensson et al. [24] (for a spring-mass system impacting instantaneously with a moving base), by Piiroinen et al. [25] (for a single-degree-of-freedom horizontally excited pendulum that impacts with a rigid stop at a fixed angle) and by the Centre of Applied Dynamics Research at the University of Aberdeen [26] [27] [28] [29] . Further, in [28] was discovered a narrow band of chaos near the grazing condition and in [29] was displayed the rich dynamical behaviour of the oscillator close to grazing by analysing the bifurcations taking place and a large number of co-existing attractors.
Dynamical systems with a play are fundamental and have many practical applications (e.g. gear boxes), however there is a little nonlinear dynamical analysis showing the global behaviour and focus on new types of bifurcations occurring in non-smooth systems. The paper probes into these areas and provides for the first time a global overview of the dynamic behaviour where all control system parameters except the gap were used. The paper also touches upon grazing and crisis bifurcations.
The layout of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the physical model and equation of motion of the considered system in detail. The analysis of the system dynamics is undertaken by direct numerical simulations and numerical continuation in Section 3, allowing each parameter of the system except the gap to vary in key ranges. Finally, closing remarks and future work discussion are given in Section 4.
Mathematical modelling
The physical model of the system under investigation is shown in Fig. 1(a) . It is an oscillator of one degree-of-freedom, with piecewise linear restoring force characteristics depicted in Fig. 1 The motion of the system is governed by the piecewise linear equation
where the restoring force R(y) reads as
By using a reference displacement y 0 , the non-dimensional displacement x = y y0 and time τ = ω n t are defined, where ω n = k m is the natural frequency. The non-dimensional parameters are also defined as
where, ξ is the damping ratio, e is the non-dimensional gap, a is the non-dimensional forcing amplitude and ω is the non-dimensional forcing frequency. Then, the equation of motion in the non-dimensional form is given as
Here stands for differentiation with respect to the nondimensional time τ . F r (x) standing for the non-dimensional restoring force is given by
The system vector field in non-autonomous and autonomous form is presented below in equations (6) and (7) respectively. For the latter, s = ωτ mod 2π defines an angular variable.
Global dynamics evaluated by direct numerical simulations and numerical continuation
Direct numerical simulations presented in this work were performed using our newly developed inhouse Matlab-based computational suite for non-smooth systems, ABESPOL [1] . To run numerical continuations a special interface has been created to link ABESPOL with the continuation core COCO [30] . In a user-friendly manner, this interface allows us to utilise existing general-purpose routines supplied by COCO for continuation and bifurcation analysis of smooth and non-smooth dynamical systems.
To run direct numerical simulations, ABESPOL used the Matlab implicit variable-step variable-order solver ode15s. This is a multistep solver based on numerical differentiation formulas of orders 1 to 5.
The default maximun order of 5 was used as well as relative and absolute tolerances of 1e-7 and 1e-9
respectively. Detection of events was done by the zero crossing functionality of this Matlab's solver, which relies on sign crossings between steps. The accuracy of event detections using Matlab's functionality is as close as possible to the precision of the computer, eps ≈ 2.2204e − 16. To compute bifurcation diagrams, 200 first periods were disregarded to allow steady state responses to develop and 100 periods were recorded afterwards for periodic responses. For chaotic motions on Poincaré sections, 4900 extra periods were recorded.
To handle non-smooth systems when running direct numerical simulations in ABESPOL, the conceptual model set out by Wiercigroch in [31] was adopted. Such model is based on both splitting the global phase space into local subspaces where the system is assumed to be smooth, and considering each intersection between subspaces as a hypersurface where discontinuity events occur. To define these systems in ABESPOL, we employ the philosophy of the driver TC-HAT [32] , which follows the model described in [31] . be the parameter's vector of the system. The phase space is split into the three local subspaces:
X 1 for |x| ≤ e; X 2 for x > e; and X 3 for x < e. With this, the system can operate in the following three modes, where the motion is governed by the specified smooth vector fields:
No-Contact (NC), for the subspace X 1 :
Contact-Up (CU), for the subspace X 2 :
Contact-Down (CD), for the subspace X 3 :
The discontinuity events take place on the discontinuity boundaries Σ 1 , Σ 2 , Σ 3 , Σ 4 , Σ 5 defined as
where Σ 5 is defined to limit the angular variable s to the interval [0, 2π). The events Ev 1 , ..., Ev 7 shown in Table 1 are defined for a direct numerical simulation to be carried out in ABESPOL. The additional events Ev 8 , ..., Ev 11 , corresponding to grazing contacts with the curves x − e = 0 and x + e = 0, are defined for the purpose of numerical continuations supported by COCO. 
Operation modes and event of the system. Details of each event are given in Table 1 .
With regard to the numerical continuation, orbits must be defined as a sequence of modes and events or alternatively as a sequence of segments given by a vector field in an output operation mode and one of its possible subsequent events. From Table 1 , segments can be defined as shown in Table 2 . For simplicity, segment names are the same of their associated events. Table 2 : Segments defined for numerical continuation through the interface that links ABESPOL [1] and COCO [30] .
Segment Index Segment Name Vector field Event Index
Influence of the forcing amplitude
Bifurcation diagrams as a function of the forcing amplitude are shown in Figs 
(i) As the amplitude increases, the non-impacting period-(1,0,0) attractors are observed at a ∈ (0.0100, 1.0007).
The trajectories and Poincaré maps of these responses are demonstrated in Fig. 4 
Influence of the damping ratio
The Table 2 ), was used for the continuation run, which was started at an orbit on the branch of the impacting period-(1,1,1) attractors.
As can be seen from this figure, for increasing damping ratio, symmetric period- In Fig. 6 , the bifurcation diagrams computed by direct numerical simulation by increasing and decreasing damping ratio are presented for a = 0.7. As can be seen from this figure, two asymmetric period-(1,1,1) attractors depicted by black and orange points co-exist for ξ ∈ (0.00500, 0.01514), and typical trajectories of these attractors are shown in Fig. 6 (a) and 6(b) for ξ = 0.01085. Both of these attractors undergo period-doubling bifurcations (PD) at ξ = 0.01514 and a typical trajectory of period-(2,2,2) black attractor is presented in Fig. 6(c) . As the damping ratio increases further, the system response turns to chaotic at ξ = 0.02489, and this chaotic motion shown in Fig. 6(d) persists until 0.05234. Fig. 7 provides a detailed bifurcation diagram showing co-existing solutions and discontinuous bifurcations of a region around this value of the damping ratio, and a typical trajectory of the symmetric solution in such region, period-(3,4,4) response, is shown in Fig. 6 (e). 
(e) (j) (i) To demonstrate the presence of two additional discontinuous bifurcations, specifically interior and boundary crisis, a detailed bifurcation diagram for ξ ∈ (0.050, 0.065) was constructed and it is presented in Fig. 7 . Again, calculations for increasing and decreasing of the damping ratio were performed to record present co-existing solutions. It was found that interior crisis (IC), which is the finite enlargement of the chaotic attractor, occurs at damping ratios ξ = 0.05234 and 0. 
. In between the chaotic windows, a number of periodic solutions is recorded and their trajectories are shown in Fig. 8(d) (period-(1,3,3 ) response at ω = 0.13208), Fig. 8(f) (period-(1,2,2 ) response at period-(3,3,3) at ω = 0.25416), Fig. 8(i) (period-(2,2,4) at ω = 0.30430) and Fig.   8(j) (period-(1,1,2) at ω = 0.32174). At 0.37842, a pitchfork bifurcation takes place, and as the forcing frequency increases, a symmetric period- (1,1,1) response shown in Fig. 8(l) for ω = 0.50050 is observed until ω = 0.92109, where a saddle-node bifurcation (SN) occurs. At this frequency the solution jumps to a non-impacting asymmetric period-(1,0,0) attractor shown in Fig. 8(n) for ω = 0.93650, which is observed to the end of the parameter window where ω = 1.1.
Considering the decreasing forcing frequency, ω, from the value of 1.1, we observe the asymmetric period-(1,0,0) attractor (shown in Fig. 8(n) for ω = 0.93650 and in Fig. 8(m) for ω = 0.57391) up to ω = 0.54664, where the response turns into an impacting period- (1,1,1) orbit at a grazing event (GR).
Shortly after, there is a saddle-node bifurcation (SN) at 0.54505 where the response jumps to period-(1,1,1) response described earlier. As with the behaviour observed in Fig. 5 , an unstable period- (1,1,1) branch connects the SN points. To obtain this unstable period-(1,1,1) orbit by numerical continuation, the signature {I 1 , I 4 , I 2 , I 7 , I 6 } (see Table 2 ) was used. This computation was started at an orbit on the branch of the co-existing impacting period- (1,1,1) attractors.
In Fig. 9 , another bifurcation diagram is presented for a larger value of the damping ratio, ξ = 0.2.
This diagram presents results from direct numerical simulations, where the forcing frequency was increased and decreased, overlaid with the unstable period- (1,1,1 ) responses obtained by numerical continuation.
The signature {I 1 , I 4 , I 2 , I 6 , I 3 }, (see Table 2 ), was used for the continuation run, which was started at an orbit on the branch of the impacting period-(1,1,1) attractors.
As observed in this figure, for increasing forcing frequency, symmetric period-(1,1,1) attractors are observed for ω ∈ (0.01000, 0.19966) and typical trajectories are shown in Fig. 9(a) for ω = 0.03616, in Fig. 9(b) for ω = 0.11246 and in Fig. 9(c) for ω = 0.16260. At ω = 0.19966, a grazing event (GR) occurs and the response turns into a symmetric period-(1,2,2) orbit. Shortly after, another grazing event (GR) takes place at ω = 0.21274, turning the response back into a symmetric period-(1,1,1) orbit. A typical trajectory is shown in Fig. 9(d) for ω = 0.40022. This attractor is observed up to ω = 0.50279, where a saddle-node bifurcation (SN) occurs. At this value, the system jumps to non-impacting period-(1,0,0) attractor observed to the end of the parameter window. A typical trajectory is shown in Fig. 9 (g) for ω = 0.99972. The results presented in Figs 8 and 9 demonstrate that in the considered frequency range for the small value of damping ratio ξ = 0.02, the system response varies from chaotic to various types of periodic orbits, whereas for a larger value ξ = 0.20, the motion always settles to a periodic response.
To determine the value of the damping ratio at which the chaotic motion is no longer present in the considered frequency interval, ω = (0.01 , 1.10), a number of additional simulations was undertaken. As a result, it was obtained that chaotic motion is observed in the dynamics of the system for values of ξ between 0.020 and 0.139.
To gain more insight into the system behaviour at lower frequencies for the small value of damping ratio ξ = 0.02, the region of ω ∈ (0.124 , 0.140) (a subset of the bifurcation diagram shown in Fig. 8 ) was considered and it is presented in Fig. 10 . Table 2 ). Interior crisis (IC) bifurcations at the frequencies values ω = 0.12582 and 0.12614, and boundary crisis (BC) bifurcation at ω = 0.13632 are also observed.
The evolution of the basins of attraction presented in Fig. 11 (computed by ABESPOL) allows for a better understanding of the bifurcation structure depicted in Fig. 10 . Below, the co-existing attractors obtained at ω = 0.13700 are considered and followed as the frequency increases and then decreases to explain the observed changes on the system reponse. The basins of attraction for these co-existing period- , the chaotic attractor in magenta has its basin in khaki. In (c), the chaotic attractor in blue has its basin in light green while the chaotic attractor in dark green has its basin sufficiently small to not be visible on the picture. The period-1 attractors coloured brown and cyan in (d) have their basins in light green and orange respectively. The period-1 attractor painted black in (e), (f) and (g) has its basin in red.
The chaotic attractor coloured purple in (f), (g) and (h) has its basin in turquoise.
As the frequency decreases from ω = 0.13700, the chaotic attractor in purple approaches the saddle point in the basin boundary while the basin in red expands in the shape of needles towards the chaotic attractor as seen in Fig. 11(f) . When the unstable period-1 orbit and the chaotic attractor collide at ω = 0.13632, a boundary crisis occurs, leading the chaotic attractor and its basin to vanish as shown in Fig. 11(e) , where the period-(1,3,3) attractor appears alone. As the frequency ω continues to decrease, a pitchfork bifurcation takes place at ω = 0.12874, leading to appearance of two co-existing asymmetric period-(1,3,3) attractors as shown in Fig. 11(d) . Here, the attractor in brown has its basin in light green and the attractor in cyan has its basin in orange. These two co-existing attractors (shown in Fig. 10(a) and 10(b)) undergo simultaneous period-doubling bifurcations at ω = 0.12682, which are followed by the co-existence of two chaotic attractors as shown in Fig. 11(c) . In Fig. 11(c) , the basin of the chaotic attractor in blue is in light green, and the basin of the attractor in dark green is sufficiently small to not be visible. Then, the coexisting chaotic attractors from Fig. 11(c) give rise to the chaotic attractor in magenta shown in Fig. 11 (b) whose basin is in khaki. This occurs via an interior crisis bifurcation at ω = 0.12614. Finally, another interior crisis takes place at ω = 0.12582 leading to the enlargement of the chaotic attractor as seen in Fig. 11 (a).
Closing remarks and future work
This paper presents an overview of the nonlinear dynamic responses of a harmonically excited linear oscillator with a play, which is modelled as a single-degree-of-freedom system and undergoing non-smooth events. The non-smoothnesses come from intermittent contacts between the mass and the spring when a gap is exceeded. Three operational modes were defined as well as the discontinuity boundaries where the non-smoothnesses take place. Then, all possible events of the system were in turn defined in order to analyse the system with our newly developed in-house Matlab-based computational suite ABESPOL [1] . As well as trajectories and Poincaré sections, bifurcation diagrams and basins of attraction were computed for sets of parameter values displaying a number of distinct responses. Each of the system parameter was considered as a control parameter except the gap. To unveil unstable reponses along with detection and location of bifurcation points, ABESPOL routines were used together with the continuation core COCO [30] .
The computed responses included both periodic and chaotic orbits and classical bifurcations, such as saddle-node, pitchfork and period-doubling, were detected. In addition, a detailed analysis of nonimpacting and impacting orbits was carried out to investigate grazing incidences. The case of grazing incidence where an impacting orbit undergoes an increase or a decrease in the number of impacts with the boundaries were studied as well.
An attention was also given to the occurrence of crisis phenomena, that is, boundary and interior crisis bifurcations. As defined in the literature, it was observed that the boundary crisis occurred when a chaotic attractor touched an unstable periodic orbit, with which the chaotic attractor and its domain of attraction vanished and became part of the basin of the co-existing stable periodic response. With respect to the interior crisis, it is known that such a bifurcation gives rise to an enlargement of a chaotic attractor as a result of the collision between this attractor and an unstable one. However, in one of our computed bifurcation diagrams, we found a parameter region for which such a enlargement of a chaotic attractor occurred without a collision between the unstable orbit and the chaotic attractor.
As for future work, the interior crisis where the collision between the unstable orbit and the chaotic attractor did not occur will be investigated. In addition, more in-depth analysis of grazing events will be undertaken both numerically and analytically to get more insight into grazing-induced bifurcations for this system.
